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Community buildings such as public libraries, community centres and social clubs are important activity-centres that serve as the heart of local communities given their designed purpose intends to facilitate social interactions and social engagement—such facilities thus are of significant value to the people they serve and the municipality in which they are situated.

This research concurrently develops symbiotic models of mutual benefit between Curtin and City of Stirling through creative exploration in the design studio and Experiential Learning through Design Studio and Design Methods units in Architecture, and Project Development and Appraisal in Construction Management at Curtin University, and in partnership with the City of Stirling (the municipality). The City of Stirling sought design concepts for the development of a medium-scale user-centred community building
located on Balcatta Road at the existing men’s shed site for the duration of semester 1, 2018.

Firstly, an active-collaborative-learning Work-Integrated Learning (WIL) and Research, Experience, Application & Learning (REAL) model created on elements of professional industry settings ’mind set learner’—a practice-firmed attitude through competitive commission through Multiphase Works Package (MWP), and Expression of Interest (EoI), simulated public tendering, and standard practice for authentic and active learning studio environment and scholarship. The model incorporates a real-world municipal partner, purpose, project, client, weekly reviews and active mentorship offering critical industry positioning and oversight for the student (tertiary institution) in achieving specified learning outcomes that have been jointly developed with Curtin staff for students to explore through design.

REAL is an essential component of this learning and teaching delivery model which incorporates industry standards, terminologies, procedural governance and processes. Secondly, a robust, inclusive and transparent community and stakeholder engagement model was developed through participation in panel reviews and provision of detailed client briefings, service expectations, community driven needs, standards, policies and governance frameworks by the City of Stirling, the culmination of input from both entities leading to a student developed website for the purpose of open community voting on the 22 student design proposals, and a feasibility and options analysis plan for the municipality, achieved by linking and aligning assessment and learning activities between the disciplines of Architecture and Construction Management.
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